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What did we already know about our users?

We had some information form a combination of sources:

• For volume: our traffic statistics show that we have a certain number and that 

some content is more accessed than other content

• For user journey: we are open on the web and to search engines - about 60% 

of our users arrive via Google

• By user profiles: the mode of use and device used is varied and changeable, 

based on type of user and type of information sought

• Through new channels: monitoring sharing channels, e.g. social media 

references

• When things go wrong: Lots of anecdotal information about our users and 

potential users, received when things don’t work as they should!



Research Methodology

Working with a third party supplier, Marble Digital, we set out to:

• carry out user experience testing

• understand the use cases

• develop user stories and personas to plan and test developments against

• draw up a roadmap to improve the web archive (and keep improving it!)

It was made up of:

- 19 users interviewed face-to-face

- 128 online user survey respondents, over a 2 week period

- 39 usability testers

- analysis of traffic statistics

- analysis of previous correspondence (20-30 representative emails)

- impartial desk research, including comparisons with other web archives



Perceptions

+ -

“Access to government publications which can't 
be found online anywhere else.  This is vital for 

my work as a law librarian.” 
Librarian

“At an academic research level search 
functionality does not compare well against 

ProQuest or Public Information Online”
University Professor

“The ability to see when a snapshot has taken 
place” 

Tax Accountant

“The search frequently presents irrelevant data 
that cannot be filtered further”

Colleague at The National Archives

“Having access to information which may not 
be available elsewhere and knowing that it is 

trustworthy.” 
Information Professional

“Search is slow and gives unpredictable results. 
Knowing the old site's layout is vital otherwise 

you cannot find anything” 
Public Sector worker

“It seems to me that it provides a unique 
source of historical information”

General Public

“Perhaps an Index by Government Department.
HMRC, DWP, FCO, Home Office, Treasury, DSA 

etc.”
Information Professional

“I like the fact I can see previous versions of 
websites I have managed”

UK central govt. website manager

“The red banner is very ignorable, I often feel I 
never read it”

Academic Librarian



Personas

Research Experience

TNA Benefits – positive outcome to meeting the needs of this persona

Role and Audience – a representative background of persona

Familiarity with UK Government Web Archive

Internet Experience

Frequency of use

Background – brief overview of the persona’s reason for use

Underlying Needs – description of the persona’s key needs for the service







Building User Stories

As a / an… …I want to… …so that I can… Persona (Audience)

government 

employee

view snapshots of websites over 

time

make comparisons to ensure we 

can maintain a high degree of 

accurate and relevant content on 

our live site

Lisa (Government 

and Public Sector)

academic

researcher

research the official definition of 

poverty (including fuel poverty 

and child poverty)

see how it has changed over time Sirdip (Academia)

academic 

researcher

create a dataset spanning a 

number of years using historical 

Office of National Statistics data

identify patterns and trends in the 

economy relevant to my field of 

research

Sirdip (Academia)

a member of 

the public

find out information on the plans 

for protecting the coast of East 

Anglia from coastal erosion

make an informed decision about a 

proposed property purchase

Caroline (Member

of public)

immigration 

lawyer

find superseded versions of 

Home Office policy guidance

see what relevant aspects of law or 

policy were in force at a particular 

point in time

Mark (Professional 

Services)

tax advisor access HMRC guidance and 

notices published at a particular 

point in time

provide the correct advice to my 

clients

Mark (Professional 

Services)

law librarian have access to an archive of 

government publications in one 

location

work in an efficient manner and be 

confident I can find everything

related to a particular issue

Sarah (Information 

Professional)



Usability Testing

We used online testing to find out how easily and quickly users could complete a 

set of pre-defined tasks

We asked users to rate the web archive using the Web Site Analysis and 

Measurement Inventory (WAMMI). It’s an old model but fits reasonably well.

When investigated further, the control and efficiency measures, which dropped 

below the threshold, related mostly to search.
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Prioritised Recommendations

Must Provide… Should Provide… Could Provide… Would Provide…

Creation of mobile 

and tablet 

responsive 

templates (where 

possible)

Video content for 

guidance and help 

content

Poll-based tool to 

engage users on 

trending topics / 

areas of interest

A more prominent 

social media 

presence

Better signposting 

to help and 

guidance

Content that shows 

success stories of 

using UKGWA

Facility to allow

users to tag 

archived content

Forum for guest 

bloggers to discuss 

how they are using 

the UKGWA 

Ability to filter 

search results e.g. 

by year, sector, 

type etc.

Better explanations 

of the limitations of 

web archives and 

how users can 

approach them to 

have a more 

effective 

experience

Dynamic content 

that highlights most 

viewed content 

over a time period

Users with the 

ability to set alerts 

for snapshots of 

specific 

organisations / 

websites



• User study shows current needs

• Need to be proactive in anticipating future needs: can use personas as 

base

• May enable uses, rather than provide them

• Case study: ‘Sirdip’, our academic user persona

• ‘Big data’ access: not just Wayback style. 

• Requirements for TNA: 

• Ensuring output meets legal constraints

• Ensuring bandwidth needs not excessive

• Requirements for Sirdip:

• Rapid location / creation of relevant datasets

• Pre-processing of data (e.g. text extraction)

Growing Our Personas and meeting their needs



In practice – person, not persona

• Research student needs data from government inquiries

– Locating: ARC files not indexed in Repository; find by name or using 

CDX

– Extracting: student has to do it 

– Filtering: replicate filters used for Wayback-style access

– Exporting: on hard drives

• It can be done – just - but need to develop system support for wider use. 

Can we justify on the basis of hypothetical future need?



Things to do

• Improve search

• More prominent links with other web archive collections

• Build friendlier interfaces for all devices, especially mobile

• More help features so that users can help themselves

• Build a community of users through broader engagement

• More user surveys, more often



Major Challenges and Obstacles

• Authenticity

• Cost

• User satisfaction measures

• Need for case studies/exemplars for some use cases in order to 

broaden appeal and improve our provision



Contact us: webarchive@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

Visit: nationalarchives.gov.uk/webarchive
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